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Tax transparency in wealth management: a stock-take in 2020
Anonymity in cross-border banking is becoming a thing of the past
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• There are 84 million offshore accounts
worldwide – 9.6tr USD or 10 % of global
GDP
• Some countries may have better data on
offshore accounts than on their
taxpayers at home
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• Cross-border tax transparency initiatives
follow one another in more and more
rapid succession

• Initially, the U.S. led the way – new
initiatives are now driven by the OECD
with world-wide ambitions
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Who is participating in the Common Reporting Standard today?
Few places to hide: offshore financial accounts will be reported almost certainly to home jurisdictions
• From 49 to 109 adopting countries in 3 years
• Most G20 countries participating
• Most major offshore wealth management hubs participating
Countries participating in the Common Reporting Standard (2020)
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What are tax authorities doing with all their data?
Tax offices in APAC are starting to use CRS data to confront taxpayers who did not declare their offshore accounts properly

New tax data reveals Australians hold $100bn in offshore accounts
Australian authorities intend to ensure that its citizens will pay taxes on their assets held abroad
The Guardian, 14 August 2019

Indonesia Mulls Second Tax Amnesty
Government officials publicly express their plans to put CRS data to use
Jakarta Globe, 3 August 2019

Malaysia: Nearly 490,000 taxpayers reveal undeclared income
Tax authorities state they will use CRS data to go after taxpayers who missed the amnesty
The Edge Markets, 9 July 2019

China Starts Taxing Its Citizens for Global Income
Authorities prove their determination to enforce domestic tax rates on cross-border wealth
Bloomberg, 10 July 2020
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What will the COVID-19 crisis change?
It is a matter of time until cross-border account holders will become targets once more
• The last great crisis of 2008 put a lot of pressure on government’s budgets and thus kicked off
lawsuits against banks
• 2009: UBS is fined US$ 780m million by the U.S. Department of Justice and has to disclose some
5,000 accounts held by U.S. residents in Switzerland
• Continuous pressure on offshore wealth management eventually led to the U.S. FATCA
agreements and the creation of the CRS

• COVID-19 is more global and putting even more pressure on budgets
• 10tr US$ in crisis relief have been announced by governments worldwide, outsizing
the 2008 financial crisis response*
•

Fiscal measures will have to be implemented across the globe to even out
government budgets
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* Source (incl. exhibit): McKinsey Insights Report, June 2020

APAC wealth managers and tax reporting
Results from a survey by Hubbis among APAC wealth managers (Sep 2020)
Q

A

Of your total client base in Asia, what
percentage is represented by cross-border
clients?

More than 50%
30-50%
10-30%
0-10%

45%
24%
10%
21%

cross-border businesses, passive
investments and family members
dominate the landscape

Which tax regime is most challenging to your
firm?

OECD CRS
U.S. FATCA
U.S. QI

56%
27%
17%

OECD CRS has had the most farreaching impact thus far on APAC
wealth managers

What are your most relevant challenges in tax
reporting now?

Regulation changes 35%
Re-submissions
33%
Ensuring data quality 32%

Tax reporting is an unfamiliar
challenge and respondents are
under pressure from all quarters

Who is responsible for tax reporting at your
institution?

Central HQ unit
66%
Country subsidiaries 17%
Service provider
17%

Centralization is key to manage
cost of reporting
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And how are wealth management clients involved?
Results from a survey by Hubbis among APAC wealth managers (Sep 2020)

Q

A

Would you agree that your clients are faced
with an increased demand to be more
transparent with their home tax authorities?

Yes
No

100%
0%

Do you communicate any reported FATCA or
CRS data to your clients?

No
Yes

94%
6%

How do you manage client demand for tax
information? How do you provide assistance
to cross-border clients to file their taxes?

Ad-hoc information on request 67%
Country-specific tax reports
33%
No assistance
0%
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Private clients in Asia are becoming
ever more aware that their offshore
financial affairs are no longer discrete

No data is relayed to clients in most
cases although HNWI clients are
keenly aware of AEOI

Reporting for clients is becoming a
necessity, but is still handled mostly
ad-hoc by Asian institutions

Wealth managers and tax: a look beyond APAC
European wealth managers have established a “circle of tax reporting”
• European private banks have so far
led the way with specialised, countryspecific client tax reports

bilateral agreements and
tax amnesty programs

• Cross-border clients are thus enabled
to communicate confidently with
their home tax authorities

• Sophisticated client tax reporting is
becoming an essential service for
wealth managers
• Similar data requirements allow to
centralize regulatory and client tax
reporting for multiple jurisdictions on
one platform

increased client demand
for tax report services

Filing of tax declaration

Indonesian Tax
Authority

Indonesian client

Indonesian tax report
(taxation based
on Indonesian tax rules)
Automatic transmission of data
(based on OECD CRS)

Bank in Singapore
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Singapore Tax
Authority

Offshore banking and tax reporting: a call for action
A few propositions for further discussion

FATCA, CRS, et al. are making cross-border tax transparency a reality that wealth managers must face proactively

The COVID-19 crisis will increase the pressure on offshore account holders to come clean in the next 1-2 years

Tax reporting is becoming a key competency for any financial institution offering cross-border products and services.

Jurisdiction-specific tax reporting has already become an essential service of European private banks – Asia/Pacific is
more than likely to follow

Investment in tax reporting knowledge and technology has the potential to turn a compliance cost driver into a
competitive advantage
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Any questions?
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Thank you.
From BearingPoint Singapore

This document is intended solely for information purposes. All information provided is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any
particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date
it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. Information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is in no way guaranteed. No one should
act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the facts of the particular situation. BearingPoint does not accept any
responsibility or liability for the accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained on this document.
www.bearingpoint.com
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